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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
CURRICULUM EXPERTS
NEW EXECUTIVE

With this newsletter you have likely received
a copy of the programre for our June Conference at the
University of Toronto, .Tune ll, 12, 13, 1981. This
year' s programre highlights include Doug Bannister
with new physics information fran the Ministry of
Education, Don Whitewood with Microcx::rrputers in the
Physics Classroom, a banquet address entitled
"Sientific Litteracy" by Dr. Don Ivey of U of T ,
tours of the facilities at u of. T, Jay Ingram an::l
Jearl "1-alker plus a taping of Quirks and <).larks
segrrents an::l George Vanderkuur with Programres in
Physics for Gifted StudP_nts.
There will be twenty or I!Dre tables of
suppliers an::l publishers with their wares, sixteen
contributed papers on various teaching topics of interest,
the latest in Physics films for viewing and plenty of
opportunity for =nversation with oollegues rew an::l
old fran all over the province and beyond.
1-E hope to repeat the very popular Thursday
evening social again this year. \'€ hope that those
wro stay in residence will plan to ccrce early for this
and that those wro do rot cx::mrute fran too great a
distance will cx::nsider this wo~ile evening as a
part of the Conference rot to be mis sed. Report to
New College as stated in the programre and see the
poster there for directions to the social.

AAPr - ONI'ARIO

~S

AND Grows AND ••••

Membership in AAPl'-Ontario =ntinues to grON at an
extrerrely rapid rate. Our rrerrbership roN stands at
430 and grONS with eadl passing day . The I!Dst recent
spurt in grONth is attributable to responses from the
Grade Eleven Prize Contest. This added about 120
rrenbers to our ranks.
1'€lccrce to these new rrerrbers . \'€ are a service
organization. Let us knc:M how we can serve your
needs. The benefits of rrerrbership are many . They
include four issues of this newsletter and a healthy
reduction in registration fees at our June
Conference.
If you are rot now a rrenber but wish to be, then
si..rrply send one dollar to -

Doug Cunningham,
Bruce Peninsula District School,
Box 178,
Lion's Head, Ontario,

Another Conference event with high cq:peal
is "My Favourite Dei!Dnstration". If you want to
share a secret of yours then tick the box on the
Conference pre-registration fonn. During this hour
physics teacher after physics teadler quickly dash to
the front of the rcx:rn with a bag of goodies tucked
underneath their ann. They might have a device or a
tale of sore sort. Don't miss this one as you are sure
to find lots of things of use. The tilre fills up
rapidly so be sure to send in early.
In the centre of the programre is your
fonn for pr~registration. Be sure to use it and
to use it right away to avoid bitter disappointnent.

Individualized Physics Project
developed and produced by

NOH lWO
Your rrerrbership will be good until June, 1982. Please
indi cate your professional affiliation: university,
CJ>.Nr, high school, other.

247 Armstrong Ave.Georgetown.Ontario L7G 4X6
(416) 877-0171 846-0646

CURRiaJWM EXPERTS

GRADE ELEVEN PRIZE CXNI'EST

At the tine of this writing the Contest is
still a week away. There are scrre prel:imina.J:y things
about the Contest that you might want to knc:M. W:l
sent out about 2852 papers to 178 schools and that
averages about 16 per school. A few late responses
are l:::clstering these nmbers.
If you have not yet arranged for the
prize for the first plaoad student in your school
then rray we suggest a ropy of The Flving Circus of
~cs With Answers by Jearl Walker. Contact the
Departrrent at John Wiley & Sons, 22 W::>rcester
Road, Remal.e, Ontario, M9W lLl. Order on school
letterhead or on a purchase order to receive a
reduced rate for the book.

AAPJ' - Ontario has need of quite a nurber of
people with =riculum expertise to ~rk en various
projects in the a::rning year. If you are interested
in such a task then drop a line to

Doug Fox,
Belle River DHS,
Belle River, Ontario,
NOR lAO.
Include your narre, hare and school addresses,
the nurber of years experience teaching senior
division physics and any other inforrration that you
feel pertinent. W:l need a fairly large nurber of
people so do rot feel shy about proclaiming your
interest.

Overall results and provincial winners will be
announced at the June Conference at the university
of Toronto and will also be published in the Newsletter
scheduled for late Septerrber.
AAPI' - Ontario will award calculators to

the top twelve students in the province. 'Ihis is
through the generous support of the follCMing
institutions: the university of Guelph, the university
of Waterlro, the university of '~'Estern Ontario, the
University of Windsor, laurentian university, the
University of ottawa, the university of Toronto and
Trent University. 'Ihis sqJpOrt is very IrOJCh
appreciated. In addition Guelph has supplied eotputer
tirre and the University of Waterloo rrailing labels.
Questions and other such help carre fran the
University of Guelph, the university of Western
Ontario and the University of Windsor.

Youth Science Foundation,
151 Slater Street, Suite 302,
Ottawa, Ontario. KlP 5N3
Physics is Mass conFusion
Astronomers Are Out of This World
Conserve Energy - Put Your Arm Around Me
Math Sums It Up Nicely
Canadian Association of Rocketry
Engineers Are (approximately) Perfect
... and more
Cost

50~

each (10-50, 40¢; 50+,

30~)

+ 10% postage

A PREL!MINARY RE~Tlll'J:

PHYSICS:

A PRACI'ICAL APPIO'.OI Alan J. Hirsch
John Wiley and s:>ns canada Limited, 1981
$_ _
467 pages & appendices

_,.SARGENT·WELCH SCIENTIFIC
OF CANADA, L TO.

Alan Hirsch and John Wiley & SCns are to be
c:x:rnren:'led on treir produ::tion of a level four physics
text. They are the first to fill the '-Oid which has
existed and has been igoored for years.
The book consists of eight tmits entitled
Preparin;J for Physics; Fluids; M:>tion Mechanical
Energy and Machines; Heat Energy; Waves Sound and
r-usic; Electricity and EJ.ect.raragnetism; Light and
Colour; and Atonic Physics. Six appelilices cntplete
the bc:ok.

sartple problans are often illustrated with
sketches. Each chapter (23 in all) begins with a
list of <pals for that sttrly secticn. Sartple problans
are scattered throughout the text and at the end of
the sections are practice problans. At the end of
each cahpter there are review problans. 'llie problans
which are ItOre difficult are identified with a
circle as being such. 'llie last entry in each chapter
is a set of answers to selected problems. Ali!Ost 60
experilrents are also with the chapter in the sections
that they pertain to. ~stions at the end of each
experinent try to focus attention on irrportant
points.
Tre type is large and well spaced. Print
occupies only ~ thirds of the page leavin;J a wide
nargin at the right. Occasionaly this space is used
for figure or ootes. Conscious attellpts at short
sentences and easy v.ording is evident. Varyin;J
shades of green and grey aid the diagrams and the
sketches in the book. 'lliese oolours are used in the
headings, titles and marginal ootes as well. .
Photographs are plentiful (23 in a tested 100 pages)
as are diagrams (63 in the same 100 pages). Many
of the figures are a::rrbinations of ·s or ItOre separate
sketdles to illustrate a point.
It is very difficult to =iticize a text
without actually having used it in the classroom.
This is the final test and the only basis for a
decisicn regarding a text. To v.ork 1:.c::lward this
I had five ra.OOanly selected students in grade
eleven-four review the text in sare detail. They
rated the bc:ok an overall 9. 4 out of 10 and found
little fault. 'lWo found that the language was
occassionally a problem - too scientific.
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Star Gaz~ in Simler

Doug OJrlrlin:;harn

This S1.mrer, on a clear, dark, m:x:nless night <~!WaY fran
the light polluticn of our urban aJ:eas •.•.
Just wander off by yourself
And look up fran tine to tine
In perfect silence
At the stars.
Walt

vru. bran

One regicn of particular note, and certainly 'NOrthy of

inspection by biooculars, is the Great Sagittarius
Star Cl n.. .
: splendid central section of our Milky
l'iay can :..
· = aqainst the southern horizon in the
late evenings of J t:.ly and August. Not withstanding E.E.
Barnard' s cx::mrent in 1913 that "one necessarily fails in
an attatpt to des=ibe this WCI'lderful regicn of star
masses" the imagery of sare poets' verbal paint
brushes gives one a reasonable preview. Ccnsider
Tennyson' s imagery
... regions of l ucid matter taking form
Brushes of fire, Mf1Y gleams,
Clusters and beds of 'NOrlds, and bee like
swanns
of suns and starry streams
or R:ilert Burnham's cx:rrp:>sitian
• •• lClOk nt::M upon the River of Heaven
Sky road of the Izmortals,
Vhite with the Star-frost of a billion years .
In addition to the outstanding views of our Milky Way
and the sumer oanstellaticns the s\m!Br skies will
present a lunar eclipse on the evening of .July 16th,
a solar eclipse on July 30th, tv.o occultaticns of
stars by asteroids (June 4th and August 26th),
tv.o meteor sh::lwers, and nunerous close approaches
of tre planets with cne another and the rrocrJ. Clear
skies and good ooserving!
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\'Ed, June 3

application is cxmtinually missing fran texts is
sarething that I'll never understaOO. It is high in
interest has rrany easy experi!lents and dertonstrations
is a part of the students everyday life , sha.ls the ~ic
nature of light and the difference in behaviour beo.oeen
transvers light waves and longitudinal sound waves .
This is a small point ~ver and Hirsch has covered
I1U.lCh ground in this text already which is of an oon-traditional nature .

'Ihurs. June 4
Tues. June 9

\'Ed. June 10
\'Ed . June 17
Sun . June 21
\'Ed. June 24
Tues. June 30

can one really judge a text when it is the
only one in its field? Probably not. My personal
S1.l!TI'!Btion might be given this Wif.Y - I order se ts
this l!Dming for II¥ classes next year.

Venus 4 v North of the M::x:.rl
Mercury 3' lbrth of the M::x:.rl
Occultaticn of 7 .1""' Sl>D 142674
by the Asteroid Anti<pJe (10: 16 EST)
Mercury l. 7 's of Venus
First Q.larter ~-ton
Close JI.Wroach of the M::x:.rl to
Jupiter and Saturn
Full !>bon
At 6:45 EST - Stmrer Begins
lost Q.larter fot:lOn
Mars 4 • North of the M::x:.rl

July
\'Ed. July 1
Fri. July 3
Tues. July 3

New !>bon
Venus l. 3° North of the M::x:.rl
Close JI.Wroach of the !-ton to
Jupiter and Saturn
\'Ed. July 3
First Q.larter M:al
Thurs. July 16 Full M::x:.rl
Lunar Eclipse
M::x:.rl Enters Penurbra 21" 5 ~ EST Jul. y 16
!-ton Enters UITbra 22 ~ 25"' EST July 16
Middle of Eclipse 23' 4 7,., EST July 16
!>bon Leaves UITbra 1 h 8 ~EST July 17
M::x:.rl Leaves Penurbra 2 ~ 28M EST July 17
'Ihurs. July 23 Venus l. 2°N of Regulus
Fri. July 24
Lost Q.larter M::x:.rl
Tues. July 28
Delta J\ql.Drid 1-Eteors - Best Viewed
on the l!Drning of July 28
(20 per lbur)
Mars 3 # No~ of the M:x:n
'Ihurs. July 30 Jupiter l. 2 South of Saturn
New !>bon
Solar Eclipse - '!he path of totality
extends fran the Black Sea, a =s s
the Soviet Union and eastward
across the N:orth Pacific
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Sun. Aug. 2
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Tues . Aug . 4
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Fri. Aug . 7
\'Ed . AI.XJ . 12
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Venus 2 tJ South of the M::x:.rl
Close J\Wroach of the 1-bcn to
Jupiter and Saturn
First Q.larter ~-ton
Perseid 1-Eteor ~ (50 per lbur)
Best Vi.eloled Early !obrning AI.XJ. 12
After !>bon Set.
Full !>bon

Sat. Aug. 15
Sat. Aug . 22
Tues. Aug . 25
\'Ed. Aug. 26

Mars 1. 4° N:orth of the !>bon

'Ihurs. Aug. 27
Sat. AI.XJ. 29

Occultaticn of 8. 7~" SAO 126198 by
the Asteroid Artanis at 10: 40 EST
Venus 0. 9' South of Jupiter
New !>bon

lost Q.larter fot:lOn

Close J\Wroach of Venus to Saturn

NEW CURRICUlA FOR HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS

TEE-SHIRrS

TOO Ministry of Education for Ontario is
currently revising the Senior Division Physics outlines.
TOO official &:x::urtent will rot be released for about
a year but usually reliable sources have informad us
that it might look scrrething like the following:

If you are interested in very neat tee-shirts
with physics, rrath and CXllputer sayings and slogans,
these are available at reasooable prices from:

General Level - might consist of four core units of
electnc1ty, light, rrechanics, am a snaller unit
of mx::lear. '!his would constitute about half the
total course. TOO optiooal units might be the
other half of the programre am might include
astrorx:rny, electronics, fluids, heat, rrachines,
rragnetism am electraTagnetism, sound, sources of
energy, or vibrations and sound waves of which about
five ..ould be dlosen.
1\dvanced Level - might consist of three core topics of
eloectnc1ty nechanics and nuclear each of about equal

weight am constituting a little less than half of the
course. Optional topics !Take up the remainder of the
tirre with scrre dloice being offered ai!Ong fluids,
heat, rradlines, sources of energy am conservation,
electronics, electrcrragnetism, astrcnany, light and
colour, I!Odels of light, sound and vibraticns and
waves. There might be a dloice of about five fran this
group in a "choose one fran oolunn A.,." style.
Grade thirteen - physics will, it is thought, consist of
I!Ore core thail the other grades. It might consist of
75% core am 25% optional topics. Core might include
kinem3.tics, dynamics, bodies in egu.ilibrium m::rrentun
and energy, electric charge and field theory, relativity
and early quantum theory. Optional topics might be
circular and rotational I!Otion, electraTagnetic waves,
elerentary particles, quantum theory, vibrations and
waves and light from which three or four might be chosen.
There is still a lcng road ahead in the
developrent of these courses and their final fonn
might rot even reSEJTble this preliminary view.

soft-wear Unlbnited rntematiooal,
Star ~Ute lbX 38 1
Winthrop, WA, U.S.A. I
98862
Sctre of the I!Ore interesting sayings are:

Neutrioos have ro solidarity
The Dopplev Effect (red & blue)
There is h:lpeful synixllism that flags
oo rot wave in a vacul.ll\
M::rn am Dad went to AlJjla Centauri and
all I got was this dl.l!b '!'-shirt
Fricticn is a drag
Entropy isn' t what it used to be
Friction is a drag
Last year I ~· t spel Ph.D. Now I are one!
Reality is for those wh:> can't face Science Fiction.
May the GUXlN be with you
The rreek shall inherit the Earth (The rest of us
will escape to ~ stars)
Time is Gcd' s way of keeping everything fran
hawening at once.
Send for their catalogue of I!Ore than ll5 desicp1s,
each of which is illustrated.

Each tine we rrail a newsletter we find that we haw lost
a few rreiTbers. The newsletter is returned to us as
undeliverable. If you ~ the nmbers listed below
tell us v.here they are or let them ~ that they are
lost and have them contact us. !ol-en you mange your
address be sure to let us l<now.

·-P. O.............

cr.e

n::rnination has been made for each of the
~ vacant p::>sitions on the 1981-82 Executive of l\1\YrOntario, an::l therefore these p::>sitions will be filled
by acclamation.
George Kelly will be our f'I!2!W Vice-President
(then President '82-' 83, and Past Presi dent '83-' 84).
George was c:xrfounder of AAPI'-Ontario in 1979 and was
heavily involved in the aan.inistrative ~rk that was
required to create the Secticn (preparing a ccnstitutian,
pl.annin;J the first oonferenoe, etc. ) . He has been a
teacher for 27 years and a lllE!Il'ber of AAPr since 1969.
At present he is the physics head at Lester B. Pearson
c. I. in Scarborough. He has been active in arranging
~rkshops for Scarborough P.D. days, and has been very
involved in using P. S.E. (Personalized St\XIent
Instruction, i.e. m:xlified Keller p lan, rrastery approach)
in the P.S.S.C. Physics oourse for grade 13.
One oow Me!:rber-at-I.arge will be Syed ZiaOOdi.n
(better known to nany AAPI'-Ontario rrati:Jers as "Zee"), who
is chairnan of the physics departrrent at Laurentian
University. "Zee" has been very active in praroting
dialogue bebNeen sea:mdary school teachers and university
faculty in the SUdbury area and in increasing AAPI'Ontario nerrbership there. His research area is physics
of the upper at:rrosphere and he is very interested in
physics education at all levels. He ~rked for b¥0
surmers as o.aector o-r sumrer Insti~-to-intreduoe
P.S.S.C. programs in schools and oolleges .

· ~·
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l'bx 967,

l' U..•

UO. V .L.U

Clrrfbellford, Ontario,
KOL lLO
Ms. Judy Ccnn,
l4 Oakneadow Blvd.'

D. S. !\ins lie,
'13 Upper canada Drive,

Scarborough, Ontario,
MlE 4Gl

Willcwdale, Ontario,
M2P 156

SUPPLI ERS AND PUBLISHERS
Suppliers and Publishers are wel come adverti s ers
in this Newsletter . It is mailed directly to ove r three
hundred teachers of Phy sics i n Ontari o . There i s no better
advertising value. Camera r eady cop y must be supplied.
Ads are reduced t o 70% of the submitted size. The cost
of an ad s uch as the one in this newsletter is $ 6.00.
Send the ad and a cheque payab l e to AAPT - Ontario to
Doug Fox,
Belle River District High School,
Belle RiveL On t ario.
NOR lAO

AAPI'-Chtario is looking f orward to the
leadership of George Kelly and Syed ZiaOOdi.n in
strengthening and expanding the ac tivities of the
organization.

Demonstrating interference
Reproduced with permission

H. L. Armstrong

Department of Physics. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
Here is a way to show what happens when light fro m
two coherent sources, e.g., two Young's slits, tnte rferes.
The rays of light from the two sources to the place in
question (it 1s convenient often to thin k in terms o f rays)
may be rep resented by two co rds. The heavy white cords
often used for clotheslines are conve nie nt . Alt erna te
sections, of suitable length, are colo red black an d left
whue. The white sections may represen t crests of the
waves, the black, troughs .
Each cord may be fastened at one end to places a
littl e apart . The cords are held by the other ends, stretched
out, and let cross somewhere. The place at wh ich they
cross represents the place 111 qu estio n, at which the inter·
ference is bemg constde red.
If there should be a white section of each cord at the
place where they cross, that mean s, in te rm s o f the waves,

t"I..J...IIII~I

10 l Oak1.o::xxl Avenue ,
Torc:Jlto, CEltario,
M6H 2\19

tha t crests from each source will meet there at a certJlfl
time. A little later, troughs from both sources will meet
there , and so on. So th e waves from th e both sou rces will
ad d in the1r effects; there wtll be what ts called constructive
m ter ference . Likewise if the co rds should cross where they

are both black.
If, ho wever, a white part of one co rd should meet a
black on the other, that would correspond to a crest from
one source meetmg a trough from the other. The one would
coun teract the other; there would be destructive mter·
feren ce.
It is easy, then, by movtng both cords about, to have
them cross at different places, and to see where there would
be constructive, where destructtve, mterferencc. The
former, m terms of light, would, of course , correspond to
bright fringes, the latter to dark.
THE PHYSICS TEACHER
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NOBEl PRIZE

Reproduced with permission

The 1980 obel Prize for Ph ysics was awarded to Val Fitch of Princeton University and )ames Cronin of the University of Chicago for their
work on the violation of CP invariance. Their findings, first announced in

String and sticky tape experiments
Reproduced with permission
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19&4, have had implications for particle physics and for theories of
cosmology .
Symmetry is important in physics. ot necessarily the geometrical
symmetry we associate with a snowflake, but the more general symmetry, or invariance, of equations under the action of a mathem•tical operation . In the quantum mechanical language used in formulating particle
interactions these equations have as their variables the wave functions
which describe individual particles . These wave functions in tur~ are
characterized by spatial coordinates (x,y, z), momentum coordinates,
!P.. P,. P), and other attributes such as spin, charge, baryon number, etc.
The invariance of equations is important since it is linked to the conservation of those physical quantities which characterize systems of particles undergoing interactions. The ~onservation of momentum, for example, is related to the invariance of the Hamiltonian (the function wl]ich
expresses the total energy of an isolated system of particles) under the
mathematical operation consisting of a simple spatial translation; in other
words, the ph ysics does not change when you shift all x coordinates
three feet to the left .
The conservation of energy and momentum are implicit in classical
(pre-quantum mechanical) equations of motion . Other conservation
laws, asserted only in recent times, have less physical foundation ; examples of these are the cons.,rvation of parity and charge conJugation number. Parity is both a quantum number, an attribute which particles may
have (even parity or odd), and a mathematical operation . To say that
parity, the quantum number, is conserved in a reaction is to say that the
parity of the system of particles before the interaction, whether.two particles about to collide or a particle about to decay, equals the total parity of
the system after the interaction . In this regard , the conservat•on of parity
is a notion associated with the invanance of the react1on as a whole, and
not with individual particles . Parity is assigned to particles on the bas1s of
the behavior of the" wave functio ns under the parity operat1on, wh1ch
consists of inverting all spatial coordinates . This operat1on 1s similar to but
not identical with reflection '" an ordinary mirror: the parity operat1on
reflects sets of coordinates through the orig1n (trades {x ,y,z{ for {-x,-y,z]), while reflection in a glass mirror changes only one coordinate l{x, y,z {
becomes {-x,y,z)). In particle physics, an interaction lor decay! conserves parity if it remains invariant when the wave funCtiOns of all the
particles undergo the parity transformation . Until 195& it was observed
that the strong interaction l respons1ble for the nuclear force\ conserved
parity.

It is truly amazing how many qualitative and quantitative physics experiments can be done with very simple
equipment if you put your mind to it. There are many
curious and paradoxical problems which can be solved
using Bernoulli's principle. One is to get a dime off a table
into a cup on the table without touching the coin. The cup
must be shallow, or tilted so that the lip is about 2 em off
the top of the table, and about 2-3 em behind the dime,
which is placed 1-2 em· from the edge of the table, a.s
shown. It looks impossible for the dime to get into the
cup, but if you blow hard and suddenly, Rarallel to the
table top, the dime hops in. As the air is blown rapidly
over the top of the dime, Bernou lli's principle tells us that
the pressure is lowered there, and the pressure differen·
tial between the top and bottom of the dime raises it off
the table, and allows it to be blown into the cup . So much
for the qualitative explanation, which will satisfy most
people, but suppose we apply a little mathematJcs. Ber·
noulli's principle states that the pressure differential,
p, between the top and bottom of the dime is given by

where p u the dens1ty of au (1 Kg/m 1 ) and V 1:5 the velo·
city of the air blown over the dime. Now, the area o f the
d1me A (2.5 x 10- 4 m') multiplied by this pres.sure differential must equal the gravatahonal attraction on the
dtme, mg, ir it 1s to nse off the tabl e. Since the mass of the
dime ts 2.24 gm, the gravtta t1onal force is about 0.02241'\.
So
mg • A fp V1 and , put tang in numbers,
o.0224 • 2.5 • 1o-•

·+ •

1x

v'

This g1ves V • 13.4 m/sec wh1ch IS 48 km/hr or 30 mph. If
we perform the same trick wath a quarter, we rc:quue
16 m/sec or 37 mph, and for a n1ckel 1t IS 17 m/sec or
3 8 mph. In fact, it must be much more than th1s to get
the co1n into the cup. Our httle caiculauon tells us a
surpnsang fact-we can blow at least 30 to 40 mphsomethtng you can tell any blowhards you know!

Center of gravity of a student

Fi&- 1. Blowina th e dime into the cup.

HIGH SPEED

LOW PRESSURE

pA

,.. I
mg
F11- 2. To iUt the. dlr.le , the 1hffcrcnu.&l pr eu... :e :r..... : :>c .. : .c.u :
U.r,c cnou&h to LhJI pA • ""·

particle physics; it replaces all negative charges with poSitive charges and
vice versa, but leaves spatial coordinates alone. This operation, m effect ,
exchanges particles for their antiparticles. Like parity (P), the charge conjugation operation has associated with it a quantum number CCL
Charge conjugation and parity invaria ncewere upheld in various scat·
tering experiments up to that time; C and P had therefore been deemed
to be • conserved quantities.· And then an expenment con ducted in
1956 showed that parity was not conserved after all . In fact both C and

P operations are violated by the "weak interaction· (responsible for radioactive decay, among other things). It was then felt that the interaction
of particles would remain invariant under the combmed action of parity

and charge conjugation. Even CP invariance, though, was found to be
violated in the K meson experiments of Fitch, Cronin, and the~r collaborators, James Christenson, and Rene Turlay.
This experiment, conducted at the Brookhaven AGS accelerator m
1964, observed the decays of neutral K2 mesons. CP invariance specifies
that the K2 may decay into three pi mesons (pions) but not two. They
observed, however, that one out of every 600 decays produced only two
pions. This evidence for CP non-invariance was later supported by other experiments at Brookhaven and at Stanford involving other K2 decay
schemes in which the decay products included electrons or muons.
Apparently the violation of CP invariance implies the violation of T
invariance. The T .(time) invariance operation inverts the time variable
(substitutes -t fort) in all wave functions. T invariance must be violated
whenever CP is violated m order that an even more.i mportant symmetry,
the triple operation of CPT, remain intact. The overthrow of CPT invariance would cause grave problems for current theones of particle tnterac·

G . Stro ink
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Several textbooks 1 written for students m the hfe
sciences show, in one of their probl~ms, how the center of
gravity of a penon can be detemuned by we ! &hm~ th~
person on a board supported by wedges on two scaJes, one
a: each end of the board . This problem is the keystone of
one of our lab experiments dealmg w tth forces , torques ,
and the cen ter of grav tty . The prtparatton tune to start th 1s
lab is relat ively short, particularly when workshop facilities
are available to cut wood . The students enJOY 11, posstbly
because it requtres them to participate act1vely, and It
starts them thmkmg about the forces and torques acttng on
them in daJ.ly life . Two students requtrc the followmg
equipment:
• one board of 2 x 6ft plywood, 3/ 4 in. thick
• one bathroom scale , flat on top (no handle)
• one meter stick
• two wooden wedges, each 2 ft in length , but of
different hetghts.
To determine the location of the center of gravity the
wedges are placed near to and parallel with the ends of the
board . One rests directly on the floor, the other on the
bathroom scale. The wedges differ in he ight by the height
of the bathroom scale . This ensures that the board ts
horizontal when laid on top of the wedges . The student of
predetermined weight lies down on the board and his or
he r center of gravity can be determined by calculating the
sum of the torques around the point where one of the
wedges supports the student (Fig. J). In this approach the

we tg.ht of the hoard IS 1 ~orec.J It l \ o ur n "' c· ~ c"'hc " l .l'
some uuder.u cam <Uff1~·: cnt !0\l~lt 1nto "~c .... . , ..., .. ... ·
Include the location of t11t ce ntc: o ! ~rav : •; 'l ' · •·c "· J'
and It s we 1J,h t- as determ :ned t'>)' ! 1l t ••at~~ •n·-· h -1' c
obtltn 1 mort accuntt lcx:a t1 on o ~ 'he .. e~•cr 't:'J• · ·.
t!'le studtnt.
One can s1mphf)' the lab by J!!n'41MJ: t~c \ t:.J ~:e .. '\ :r.
use two hath room sn le!i In tha t o~. onc CJI" C P " ' " ~· .. ,J . ~
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FiJ. I. The centtr of lfiYif)' of the studenl can be found from !!1 e
equation F1 • D • W • .l' . F1 u re:.d from I he .::ale . k' uthe ""Ci j:Jlt
of the student, determined prev1ousJy .

tions since it is founded upon Einstein' s special theory of relativity.
The invarianceor noninvarianceof physical laws underthe C. P, and T
operations addresses the question of how symmetric the universe may
be: T invariance implies that nature does not distinguish between backward and forward running reactions; P invariance implies that nature

does not distunguish between left and right; C invariance implies that
nature does not prefer matter to antimatter . The failure of these symmetries actually helps to promote, and not confound, the prevailing model
of cosmology and elementary particles.
This theory, called the "grand unified theory,· postulates, among other things, that during the early moments of the universe, shortly after the
big bang, there existed many super-heavy particles, with a mass more
than 1O" times that of the proton. These particles, known as X and X
bosons, are thought to decay into quarks and leptons; the quarks then
organized into baryons and anti baryons. These X bosons are therefore
instrumental in creating baryons and, at a subsequent time, in destroying
them . (See the article on proton decay in the particle physics chapter in
this book.)
Two of the striking features of the universe are the relative scarcity of
antimatter and the ratio of photons to baryons, about 10 9 (a billion to
one). It is at this point that the CP noninvariance becomes important. At a
very short time after the singularity of the big bang (1o- 35 sec), under
conditions of high temperature (1028 KI and high energy (10 15GeVI, the
forces responsible for CP noninvariance are comparable to other forces.
As the universe cooled production of baryons and anti baryons proceeded, but at slightly different rates, a result of the CP asymmetry. As the
universe cooled further, many of the baryons and antibaryons annihilated each other in matching pairs creating in their place two photons. If the
initial CP imbalance were as small as one part in a billion, the universe
would eventually develop a preponderance of matter over antimatter:
when, for example, one-billion-plus-one baryons interact with one billion antibaryons, what remains is one baryon, no antibaryons, and a
billion photons . This scenario explains both the photon-to-baryon ratio
and the scarcity of antimatter.

Fig. 2. A student leaning ap.Jnst the wall. Two bathroom scales are
needed to determine all the forces that act on him in this position.

In this expcnment students stuc.Jy the forco Y. h: . ..:
standing on one scale and pus.htng down on a sc.:ono ~C~l·
located on the bench, they check: the tr mcasurccJ cent er o:·
g.rav1ty by balancing on a 11ngle wedge, Jnd loc ate tnc
center of g.ravicy of a person lymg on the board wtt.1. h t ~
legs uraight up .
ln another part of the expenment , the swt.lc;:t
leans agamst a wall as far as possible, as tnd1catcd tn f' 1g 1.
Two scales are used to detennme the magrutudcs of the
forces.
In analyling this situation we assume that the verucal
component of the force at the wallts neghgJble .
If "momentum and impulse" have been treated
already in the course then the foUowtng expcnment can be
added : Ask the student to stand very qutetly on the
scale and let him look carefully at the scale indicator. The
periodic movement that can be observed on the scale
corresponding with his heart beat is a nice demonstration
of how a change in momentum (of the blood) c an pro duce
a force . Th is principle is applied in the Ballisto cardi~
graph.'
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